
The Einhell Electric Planer TE-PL 920 is a high-performance hand planer for applications up to 3.5 millimeters cutting depth. It features a large blade

shaft, 920 watts of power, and a maximum planing width of 82 mm, ensuring optimal planing results. The chip ejection can be set on either side, and

the included dust extraction adapter with a 36 mm diameter can be attached, compatible with all suitable Einhell wet/dry vacuums. With a fold depth of

18 mm and a folding depth stop, you can create straight and clean folds. The automatic parking shoe protects both the workpieces and the planer

blades. The package includes a parallel guide and two durable TCT planer blades (reversible).

Planer

TE-PL 920
Item No.: 4345325

Ident No.: 21013

Bar Code: 4006825673029

Features & Benefits
Powerful hand planer with high cutting depth-

Large cutter block for optimum planing results-

Two-sided selectable chip ejection for flexible working-

Solid aluminium foot plates for flat work results-

Base plate with 3 V-grooves for easy chamfering of edges-

Simple, visible adjustment of the chip depth-

Protection of workpiece and planing knife thanks to automatic par-

Rip fence for straight and precise planing work-

Folding depth stop for easy production of heels-

Suction adapter for connecting Einhell wet-dry vacuums-

Ergonomic handle for fatigue-free work-

Comfortable and safe handling thanks to softgrip-

Incl. 2x long-life TCT planing knives (reversible knives)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 920 W

- Idle speed 15000 min^-1

- Planing width 82 mm

- Chip depth 3.5 mm

- Rebate depth 18 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.25 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 4.66 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 400 x 181 x 257 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 18.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 412 x 375 x 525 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1356 | 2656 | 3348
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Available as special accessories

2 HM-Wendemes. 5,5x82,0x1,1
Elektrohobel-Zubehör
Item No.: 49568315
Bar Code: 4009315683157
Einhell Accessory
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